Carrier-mediated Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction plays an important role in itinerant magnetism. There have been intense interest on its general trend on bipartite lattice with particle-hole symmetry. In particular, recently fabricated graphene is well described by the honeycomb lattice within tight-binding approximation. We use SUSY quantum mechanics to study the RKKY interaction on bipartite lattices. The SUSY structure naturally differentiate the zero modes and those paired states at finite energies. The significant role of zero modes is largely ignored in previous literature because their measure is often zero in the thermodynamic limit. Employing both real-time and imaginary-time formalism, we arrive at the same conclusion: The RKKY interaction for impurity spins on different sublattices is always antiferromagnetic. However, for impurity spins on the same sublattice, the carrier-mediated RKKY interaction is not always ferromagnetic. Only in the absence of zero modes, the sign rule on the bipartite lattice holds true. Our finding highlight the importance of the zero modes in bipartite lattices. Their significance needs further investigation and may lead to important advances in carrier-mediated magnetism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Carrier-mediated exchange interaction between two impurity spins, know as Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction, plays a fundamental role in itinerant magnetism and has many critical applications in spintronics. Because the RKKY interaction is dictated by the Fermi surface, the particle-hole symmetry in bipartite lattices will mark peculiar features in the spatial profile of the mediated interactions.
In a recent paper, Saremi 1 showed that the RKKY interaction on a bipartite lattice is always ferromagnetic on the same sublattice while antiferromagnetic on opposite sublattices. This theorem is widely applied to graphene [2] [3] [4] [5] because its band structure is well approximated the honeycomb lattice (a bipartite one) within the tight-binding approximation. In addition, the relativistic dispersion in graphene also changes the power-law exponent in the long-distance limit.
Neglecting the spin-orbit interaction momentarily, it is generally accepted [6] [7] [8] [9] that the itinerant carriers mediate the ferromagnetic exchange coupling between two impurity spins on the same sublattice. On the other hand, if the impurity spins sit on different sublattices, the mediated exchange coupling turns antiferromagnetic. However, Bunder and Lin 10 later pointed out that the "sign rule" on the bipartite lattice is ruined when the zero modes are present. There are debates on the discrepancy, potentially arising from different theoretical approaches. In addition, these zero modes are closely related to recently found magnetism in graphene and related materials.
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Inspired by the current debates and confusions in the community, we investigate the carrier-mediated RKKY interaction on bipartite lattices again, with emphasis on treating the zero modes properly. It turns out that the supersymmetric (SUSY) quantum mechanics is the optimal approach to make the symmetry for the finite-energy modes explicit. Meanwhile, the zero modes arise from the null space of the supercharge and give anomalous contribution to the RKKY interaction. Because the zero modes are annihilated by the supercharge operator, the corresponding wave functions only show up on one sublattice and completely vanish on the other sublattice -the socalled nodal structure. The presence of these zero modes destroy the sign rule proven by Saremi before. Why does the sign rule work so well in graphene then? The reason turns out to be relatively simple: the measure of these zero modes in graphene goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit and the anomaly becomes invisible.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section II, we introduce the SUSY approach and describe the difference between zero modes and those paired states at finite energies. In Section III, the carriermediated RKKY interaction on the bipartite lattice is derived by the real-time formalism. All major results of the paper are derived in this section. In Section IV, a brief guide for derivations via imaginary-time approach is presented. Both real-time and imaginary-time formalism gives the same results. We also pointed out an important mistake in the literature. At the end, the conclusion is presented.
II. BIPARTITE LATTICE IN SUSY FORM
We start with the simple hopping Hamiltonian on a bipartite lattice,
where c i , c † i are annihilation and creation operators on lattice site i and the hopping amplitude t ij = 0 when i, j belong to the same sublattice. For simplicity, we assume these hopping amplitudes are real. The hermiticity of the Hamiltonian requires the hopping matrix to be symmetric t ij = t ji . It is insightful to rewrite the hopping arXiv:1411.6437v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 24 Nov 2014
Hamiltonia into SUSY form. Suppose there are N A sites for sublattice A and N B sites for sublattice B. By rearranging lattice indices, the Hamiltonian can be cast into the standard SUSY form,
where Q is the supercharge operator of dimensions N A × N B . In general, N A and N B are not necessarily equal and the zero modes live in the corresponding null space of Q and/or Q † . Due to its quadratic nature, it is straightforward to work out all finite-energy modes. The SUSY structure of the hopping Hamiltonian ensures these states appear in pair with the simple sign rule,
Here φ n , φn are the wave functions of the finite-energy states. Note that i = ±1 for sublattice A and B respectively and n,n represent the paired quantum number with opposite energies. But, the zero modes do not appear in pairs. Besides, because they are annihilated by either Q or Q † , their wave functions only show up on one sublattice. The direct consequence is that the sign rule for the Green's function breaks down,
The above relation only holds when the anomaly due to zero modes vanishes. Previous studies made use of this relation, leading to the incorrect conclusion for the RKKY interaction on bipartite lattices. Let us try to elaborate on the details. If there are no zero modes, all states appear in pairs. Expanding the lattice operator in eigenbasis, c i = m φ m (i)c m , the Green's function can be expressed as
In the second line, the dummy indices are changed to the opposite paired quantum numbers. Making use of the particle-hole symmetry,
The above relation holds true when the zero modes are absent. In the presence of zero modes, the above derivation fails and the sign rule for the RKKY interaction is no longer valid.
III. REAL-TIME FORMALISM
There have been debates over the sign rule of the RKKY interaction on a bipartite lattice. Some studies attribute the discrepancy to the employments of the realtime or the imaginary-time formalism. Thought both approaches are fundamental and can be found in many standard textbooks, it is insightful to walk through the key steps. The carrier-mediated RKKY interaction between two impurity spins S i and S j is
The mediated exchange coupling is directly related to the spin susceptibility within the linear response theory,
where J is the direct exchange coupling between the itinerant spin densities and the impurity spins. Furthermore, retardation effects are ignored so that only the static susceptibility is involved here,
The spin correlation function can be decomposed into product of single-particle Green's function,
where W mn (i, j) = φ m (i)φ m (j)φ n (i)φ n (j). After some algebra, the retarded susceptibility can be expressed as
(11) For simplicity, let us focus on the zero temperature first. Making use of the SUSY structure, the above summation can be separated into the normal and anomalous parts: χ 
Because the integrand is positive definite, the sign of χ n is solely determined by the factor i j . For the same sublattice, i j = 1 and the mediated exchange coupling is ferromagnetic. For opposite sublattices, i j = −1 and the mediated coupling is antiferromagnetic.
However, the presence of zero modes give rise to anomalous contributions,
n .
(13) The sign rule for the anomalous part χ a ij is different from the normal one χ n ij . First of all, the anomalous contribution vanishes if i j = −1. That is to say, the retarded susceptibility χ R ij always gives rise to antiferromagnetic coupling between two impurity spins on different sublattices. But, for impurity spins sitting on the same sublattice, the normal part χ n > 0 is positive yet the anomalous part χ a depends on microscopic details. In consequence, the RKKY interaction is not necessarily ferromagnetic and the sign rule breaks down.
As a demonstrating example, we consider one dimensional chain with N sites and uniform hopping t. The corresponding Harper equation is
where the site index run through the bulk values x = 2, 3, · · · , N − 1. The Harper equations for x = 1, N are different due to open boundary conditions and can be solved by the fictitious fields φ(0) = φ(N + 1) = 0. Analytic solutions for the energy dispersion and the corresponding wave functions are
where m = 0, 1, 2, ...N , and A is the normalization constant. The retarded spin susceptibility χ R ij can be computed straightforwardly as shown in Fig. 1 . Because the RKKY interaction J ij = −J 2 χ R ij , it is clear that the carrier-mediated exchange coupling is always antiferromagnetic when two impurity spins are on different sublattices. On the other hand, the RKKY interaction for impurity spins on the same sublattice does not obey any concrete sign rule: it is ferromagnetic at short distances and gradually turns antiferromagnetic in the long distance limit.
IV. IMAGINARY-TIME FORMALISM REVISED
The main results of the paper has been obtained by the real-time formalism already. However, it is helpful to compare with the imaginary-time formalism as well. The Matsubara Green's function for the spin susceptibility is where T τ is the time-ordering operator in imaginary time. If the integration over the imaginary time is carried out first, we end up with the standard Lehmann decomposition. It is well known that the analytic continuation iΩ n → ω + iη of the Lehmann series connects the Matsubara Green's function to the retarded one in real time. The integration is straightforward and it indeed leads to the same results as derived from the real-time formalism.
The mistake arises if the analytic continuation is imposed first. The spin susceptibility in the imaginary-time formalism now takes a rather simple-looking form,
The time-ordering operator can be dropped because the imaginary time runs between 0 and β. The spin correlation function can be expressed in the eigenbasis,
The above sum can be sorted into ξ m = ξ n and ξ m = ξ n parts. The first part with equal energy gives
After some algebra, the second part turns out to be the retarded spin susceptibility. That is to say,
The discrepancy between χ ij and χ R ij (ω = 0) always exists at all temperatures. The sign rule is strictly correct for χ ij but it is not the realistic spin susceptibility measured in experiments. It is worth emphasizing that there is nothing wrong with the imaginary-time formalism as long as the analytic continuation is correctly performed.
V. CONCLUSION
We use SUSY quantum mechanics to study the RKKY interaction on bipartite lattices. The SUSY structure naturally differentiate the zero modes and those paired states at finite energies. Employing both real-time and imaginary-time formalism, we arrive at the same conclusion: The RKKY interaction for impurity spins on different sublattices is always antiferromagnetic. However, for impurity spins on the same sublattice, the carriermediated RKKY interaction is not always ferromagnetic. Only in the absence of zero modes, the sign rule on the bipartite lattice holds true. Our finding highlight the importance of the zero modes in bipartite lattices. Their significance needs further investigation and may lead to important advances in carrier-mediated magnetism.
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